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Abstract  

Metal-supported solid oxide fuel cells (MS-SOFC) with infiltrated catalysts on both anode and cathode 

side are operated in direct-flame configuration, with a propane flame impinging on the anode. Placing 

thermal insulation on the cathode dramatically increases cell temperature and performance. The optimum 

burner-to-cell gap height is a strong function of flame conditions. Cell performance at the optimum gap is 

determined within the region of stable non-coking conditions, with equivalence ratio from 1 to 1.9 and 

flow velocity from 100 to 300 cm s-1.  In this region, performance is most strongly correlated to flow 

velocity and open circuit voltage. The highest peak power density achieved is 633 mW cm-2 at 833°C, for 

equivalence ratio of 1.8 and flow velocity of 300 cm s-1. The cell starts to produce power within 10 s of 

being placed in the flame, and displays stable performance over 10 extremely rapid thermal cycles. The 

cell provides stable performance for >20 h of semi-continuous operation. 
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1. Introduction 

Solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) operate at elevated temperature, typically 600-900°C, and require 

electrochemically-active fuel such as H2 or CO to produce power. An extremely simple way to fulfill 

these requirements is to place the anode of the SOFC in contact with a flame, which provides the 

necessary heat and contains H2 and CO within the primary combustion zone. This “direct-flame” setup 

yields relatively low performance and very low fuel-to-power efficiency, but has been studied extensively 

in the literature due to the simplicity and appeal of the system; no costly balance of plant is required to 

produce power [1–26]. Applications including an integrated multi-cell microtubular stack [13,23], and 

small portable power system providing power as a byproduct of cooking have been demonstrated [20], a 

tri-generation system for power, heating, and cooling has been analyzed [27],  and deployment can be 

envisioned anywhere that flames are available, including industrial heating, residential water heating, and 

well-head gas flares. Low electrical efficiency is expected for such scenarios, as much of the fuel is 

combusted to produce heat, but the direct flame configuration can provide electricity where none is 

otherwise available.  

 

Direct-flame SOFCs have been operated with a variety of gaseous, liquid, and solid fuels, including 

methane [2], propane [6], butane [4], ethylene [5], ethanol [15], methanol [8], parrafin [4], and wood [4]. 

Very high power density is reported for methane and propane at high equivalence ratios [18,19], although 

soot and coke formation is a concern at this operating condition. At lower equivalence ratios, where stable 

operation with no carbon deposition on the cell is expected, moderate power density in the range 100 to 

500 mW cm-2 is typical (see Figure 6b). Coking is also influenced by fuel type, for example a cell 

operated in direct methanol flame showed stable performance over 30 h, whereas a similar cell operated 

with ethanol flame failed very quickly due to carbon deposition on the anode [8]. Direct-flame SOFCs 

have been operated with a wide variety of burner configurations, including jet burner tube which provides 

a simple setup and stable flame [19], micro-jet flame [7], multi-element diffusion flame burner [16], and 
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flat flame burner [28] which provides very uniform temperature and concentration distributions across the 

cell area.  

 

Key flame parameters reported in the literature include the burner-to-cell gap height, equivalence ratio 

(stoichiometric ratio of fuel to oxygen in the air/fuel mixture), and flow velocity (the linear speed of the 

fuel-air gas mix exiting the burner before combustion). Key SOFC metrics include the temperature, 

polarization behavior or power density, and open circuit voltage (OCV). OCV in the range 750 to 950 mV 

is typical, and OCV near the theoretical maximum can be achieved [12,28], suggesting that the effects of 

mixing of fuel and air at the unsealed edge of the cell can be minimized. Note that SOFCs operating pure 

hydrogen vs. air display OCV near 1.1 V; the lower OCV for direct-flame configuration is a consequence 

of the relatively lower concentration of electrochemically-active fuel species (H2 and CO) and higher 

oxygen partial pressure (CO2, H2O) present in the flame [6,28]. The concentration of all species varies 

spatially within the flame, so optimal placement of the cell within the flame can be important for 

maximizing performance.  

 

Nearly all of the direct-flame literature to date has utilized anode-supported SOFCs (ASCs). In this work, 

we characterize the performance of a metal-supported SOFC (MS-SOFC) in direct-flame configuration, 

which to the best of our knowledge is the first such study. The MS-SOFC architecture, shown in Figure 1 

is symmetric, with porous stainless steel supports and porous YSZ electrode layers bonded to both sides 

of the YSZ electrolyte. Nano-scale catalysts are introduced into both electrodes by infiltration, as 

described in recent work [29]. MS-SOFCs are particularly well suited to direct-flame operation due to 

their tolerance to thermal cycling and anode re-oxidation, and provide additional benefits including low 

materials cost, mechanical ruggedness, and in some cases high power density [30]. The performance of 

the MS-SOFC is systematically mapped over a wide range of flame operation parameters, including 

burner-to-cell gap height, equivalence ratio, and flow velocity. A tubular burner is used for simplicity, 

and a MS-SOFC with small circular active area is used to match the flame shape and minimize 
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temperature and fuel concentration variations across the active cell area as shown in Figure 1d. Propane is 

chosen as the fuel, due to its application throughout the world as a cooking fuel, and therefore its 

relevance to combined cooking-and-power devices.  

 

Figure 1. MS-SOFC and flame setup. SEM image of (a,b) polished cross section of MS-SOFC structure 

after sintering and before catalyst infiltration, and (c) cathode pore after infiltration of LSM nanoparticles. 

Reproduced from Reference [29] with the permission of the publisher. Approximate layer thicknesses are: 

metal support 250 µm, porous electrode 20 µm, and electrolyte 10 µm.  (d) Picture of the anode side of 
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the cell with flame impinging on the 1 cm2 active area in the center of the cell. Alumina wool insulation is 

loosely placed on the cathode (top) side of the cell.   

 

 

 

2. Experimental Methods 

Details of the cell fabrication and catalyst infiltration procedures are discussed elsewhere [29]. MS-

SOFCs were fabricated from YSZ (8Y, Tosoh) and stainless steel (P434L alloy, water atomized, Ametek 

Specialty Metal Products) layers prepared by tape-casting. Individual tapes were laminated together to 

create the green cell structure. Cells were cut from the layered tape with a laser cutter (H-series, Full 

Spectrum Laser). Cells were debinded in air at 525ºC for 1 h, and then sintered in 2% hydrgen in argon at 

1350ºC for 2 hours in a tube furnace. After sintering, cells were infiltrated by techniques described 

previously [31,32] with La0.15Sr0.85MnO3-d (LSM) on the cathode side and Sm0.2Ce0.8O2-d (SDC) mixed 

with Ni with a ceria:Ni volume ratio of 80:20 on the anode side. Each side was infiltrated 3 times to 

ensure appropriate catalyst loading. Vacuum was applied during each infiltration to assist evacuation of 

air and flooding of precursor into all pore space in the cell. The cathode was fully covered with catalyst, 

and the cell active area was defined by the anode, which was a 1cm2 circle of catalyst centered in the cell 

area, and surrounded by bare cell area with no catalyst present.  

 

Complete cells were suspended above the burner by NiCr wires that also acted as electrical contacts. Each 

side of the cell was contacted with two NiCr wires, attached with a small piece of NiCr mesh spot-welded 

to the wire and the cell. Platinum was not used, as it may catalyze gaseous reactions within the flame. The 

cell was held by a clamp and ring stand, which were mounted on a scissor jack to allow easy and accurate 

setting of the burner-to-cell gap. The cell was mounted horizontally over the burner, except as noted. The 

jet burner was a stainless steel tube, mounted vertically, and fed by air and propane mass flow controllers. 
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Air-fuel mixing occurred roughly 1 m upstream, to ensure adequate mixing before reaching the burner. A 

section of the burner tube was filled with 1 mm-diameter alumina beads to prevent flashback, develop 

uniform flow, and aid in air-fuel mixing. Anode reduction and performance of anode-supported cells 

(ASC) was assessed with commercial cells (MSRI) with Pt paste/Pt mesh current contacts on both 

electrodes. Open circuit voltage (OCV) and current-step I-V polarization were recorded with a 

multichannel potentiostat and current booster (Biologic). Throughout this work, reported temperatures are 

measured by a type K sheathed thermocouple mounted in the center of the cathode side of the cell, and 

held in place by spot-welded NiCr mesh.  

 

Thermal cycling was achieved by placing the cell in a lit flame, and holding it there for at least 2 min to 

ensure complete heating. The cell was then removed from the flame and allowed to cool below 50°C, 

which took about 3.5 min. Temperature-time data were recorded with a data logger (Madgetech 

TC101A). 

 

Continuous operation consisted of holding a cell at 0.45 V in a flame operating at 1.7 equivalence ratio 

and 250 cm s-1 flow velocity. Burner-to-cell gap was maintained at 2 cm. The cell was operated for 

several hours continuously, for several sessions. The flame was turned off between sessions, so as not to 

leave the flame unattended. The beginning of each session is visible in Figure 8 as a small excursion in 

current density.   

 

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Cell and flame system configuration 

3.1.1 Flame operating space 

A premixed flame of fuel and air was stabilized with a stainless steel jet burner. Various burner diameters 

were screened for flame stability and compatibility with the 1 cm2 circular active area of the cell. Small 

burner inner diameter (0.3 cm) led to unstable flame blow-off over a wide range of the intended operating 
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space, as the flow velocity is higher for the same flowrate.  Larger burner inner diameters (0.65 to 1.12 

cm) resulted in lower cell temperature at fixed fuel-air flow conditions. The best performing burner inner 

diameter was found to be 0.48 cm (1/4” tube). The tubular burner produces a light blue inner flame cone 

where the fuel is partially combusted by the incoming air mixed with it. Directly outside the inner cone, 

the remaining fuel is consumed in the secondary combustion zone in contact with ambient air, which 

remains blue if complete combustion occurs. For this burner, temperature estimated with a small 

thermocouple in the inner flame cone was in the range 450 to 650°C, suggesting a mixture of pre-reaction 

and reaction zones, and the secondary combustion zone reached 1100°C. Note that these temperatures are 

indicative of the temperature the MS-SOFC will be exposed to in the different flames zones, and are not 

estimates of the adiabatic flame temperature, which typically exceeds 1400°C and is difficult to measure 

with a thermocouple [6,28,33,34]. An intermediate burner-to-cell gap is shown in Figure 1a, and both 

flame zones are in contact with the active area. The inner fuel-rich zone appears as a dark blue area in the 

center of the cell, surrounded by a bright orange ring of active anode area in contact with the hot 

secondary combustion zone and fully combusted hot gases. The large outer dark area of the cell is 

inactive (bare steel with no infiltrated catalysts). For this burner size and active area, the active area of the 

cell could easily be moved between complete coverage by the inner flame cone or removed to the 

secondary combustion and hot gas zone by adjusting the burner-to-cell gap. This has a large effect on cell 

temperature and fuel composition at the anode, as discussed below.  

 

Independently controlling the air and fuel flowrates coming in to the burner allows access to a wide range 

of equivalence ratio and flow velocity. The observations of flame behavior are mapped out in Figure 2a. 

At equivalence ratio of 2 and above, a yellow or yellow-tipped flame occurred, indicating incomplete 

combustion and formation of soot. Placing the cell in such a flame quickly deposited soot on the anode. 

The desirable operation of a blue flame occurred for equivalence ratio roughly between 1 and 2. At the 

higher end of this range, coking on the anode is observed when the cell is placed in the flame. The limit 

for coke-free operation is indicated by the data points in the figure, obtained by placing a cell in the flame 
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and increasing the equivalence ration until carbon deposition was observed. The blue cone flame zone is 

extinguished at higher flow velocity by blow-off, in which the incoming gas speed exceeds the natural 

flame speed of the combustion front, and the flame lifts off the burner and extinguishes. At flow velocity 

below about 100 cm s-1, the flame location was unstable, and the flame sometimes migrated inside the 

burner tube. Thus, the area of interest for fuel cell operation with this burner was defined as being above 

the blow-off limit, below the coking limit, and in the flow velocity range of 100 to 350 cm s-1.   

 

 

Figure 2. Operating space. (a) Flame stability and quality for various fuel-air mixing parameters. The 

black data markers indicate the upper limit for coke-free operation when the cell is placed in the flame. 

(b) OCV (open markers) and temperature (closed markers) at equivalence ratio of 1.6, with (red) and 

without (blue) insulation place on the cathode side of the cell. 

 

3.1.2 Insulation and cell angle 
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Initially, a cell was placed in the flame to determine the range of temperature and open circuit voltage 

(OCV) that can be expected for this setup, as shown in Figure 2b. At each flow velocity, the burner-to-

cell gap was optimized to achieve the highest OCV. OCV greater than 0.75 V was only achieved at high 

flow velocity. Temperature ranged from about 625 to 725°C, which is on the low end of the operating 

temperature range for MS-SOFCs [30]. Therefore, we placed alumina wool insulation on the cathode side 

of the cell, which increased cell temperature by 75 to 100°C. The insulation did not have a large effect on 

OCV or optimum burner-to-cell gap. The insulation also reduced temperature gradient across the 

thickness and diameter of the cell. At 1.5 equivalence ratio and 200 cm s-1 flow velocity, without 

insulation, the anode was 100°C hotter and the cathode perimeter was 78°C colder than the center of the 

cathode side. With insulation, the temperature differences reduced to 68 and 53°C, respectively. Based on 

these results, insulation was used on top of the cell for the rest of the experiments discussed below. 

Additional data with no insulation is available in the Supplementary Information.  

 

To determine the impact of cell-to-flame orientation, a cell was operated at various angles with the burner 

mounted vertically. The cell was hottest and produced the most power in a horizontal orientation. When 

tilted at 45°, the peak power was reduced by 11% with insulation and by 29% without insulation. 

Therefore, we attempted to maintain a perfectly horizontal cell orientation throughout the remainder of 

the experiments. Cell performance is not expected to be very sensitive to small errors in cell position, 

however. 

 

3.2 Mapping the operating space 

3.2.1 Cell position 

Based on previous direct flame SOFC work, we expect cell performance to be very sensitive to the cell 

position with respect to the flame zones [6,20,21]. Figure 3a shows the variation in performance as a 

function of burner-to-cell gap for “low”-flow (equivalence ratio 1.4 and 100 cm s-1) and “high”-flow 

(equivalence ratio 1.8 and 250 cm s-1) fuel conditions. For low flow, most of the fuel is completely 
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combusted before reaching the cell, so OCV and power density are very low compared to the high flow 

situation for which high concentrations of electrochemically-active species can be expected in the vicinity 

of the anode. Aside from this quantitative difference, the trends are independent of fuel quantity. At high 

burner-to-cell gap, the OCV is low because most of the fuel is completely combusted before reaching the 

cell. As the cell is lowered into the flame and the anode comes in contact with the inner fuel-rich flame 

cone, the fuel concentration and therefore OCV increases dramatically. If the cell is lowered further and 

the inner flame cone spreads across the anode surface of the cell, temperature is reduced because the inner 

cone is so much colder than the secondary combustion zone, as discussed above in Section 3.1.1. The 

shape of the temperature profile is consistent with previous reports [20]. Peak power density goes through 

a maximum where the cell is close to the top of the inner cone, with the active anode area partially 

exposed to the inner cone environment. Above this height, the power is constrained by low OCV; below 

this height it is constrained by low cell temperature. A much broader maximum in power density is 

observed for high fuel condition, making the performance less sensitive to small variations in cell location 

or fluctuations in fuel flow (which controls flame size). Combined with higher power density, this 

suggests high fuel conditions are desirable for any flame-to-power application.  

 

 

Figure 3. Impact of cell position and fuel-air flow. Cell was held at various burner-to-cell gap distances 

for both HIGH fuel flow (1.8 equivalence ratio, 250 cm s-1, closed markers) and LOW fuel flow (1.4 
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equivalence ratio, 100 cm s-1, open markers) conditions. (a) OCV (magenta), temperature (blue), and peak 

power density (red). (b) Polarization curves for HIGH fuel at 2.5 cm gap (green lines), and LOW fuel at 

0.8 cm gap (black lines).  

 

 

Polarization curves obtained at the optimum burner-to-cell gap for low and high fuel conditions are 

shown in Figure 3b. Although the cell temperature is only ~50°C higher for the high fuel case, the OCV 

and slope of the polarization curve are dramatically improved. In both cases, mass transport limitation is 

apparent at high current density. This is in contrast to the roughly linear polarization behavior observed 

for similar MS-SOFCs operating on pure hydrogen fuel [29]. These observations illustrate the importance 

of the flame conditions in terms of reforming the propane and delivering electrochemically-active fuel 

species to the anode, as opposed to simply providing heat to the cell.  

 

3.2.2 Fuel-air mix and flow velocity 

 

Figure 4. Impact of flame conditions on (a) temperature, (b) OCV, and (c) power density. Flow velocity is 

indicated by labels within the figures. Only combinations of equivalence ratio and flow velocity that lie 

within the area of interest defined in Figure 2a were studied. 
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Cell temperature and performance were mapped out over the operating space of interesting equivalence 

ratio and flow velocity, as shown in Figure 4. For each point, burner-to-cell gap was optimized to yield 

the highest peak power density achievable for each fuel condition. Temperature and OCV are quite 

sensitive to both fuel parameters. Higher flow velocity directly relates to higher fuel flowrate for a fixed 

equivalence ratio, providing more thermal output from the flame and therefore higher cell temperature, 

and larger fuel-rich area of the anode leading to higher OCV. For a fixed flow velocity, increasing the 

equivalence ratio reduces the oxygen available for primary combustion in the inner flame cone. This 

reduces the thermal output of the inner cone, reducing cell temperature, and increases the concentration of 

un-combusted and partially-combusted fuel species in the inner cone, increasing the OCV. Power density 

(Figure 4c) increases dramatically with flow velocity, as temperature and OCV work in concert. For a 

given flow velocity, power density is constrained by low OCV at low equivalence ratio, and by low 

temperature at high equivalence ratio. These trends are similar to those reported previously [6,18].  
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 Figure 5. Correlation of power density to (a) equivalence ratio, (b) flow velocity, (c) temperature, and (d) 

OCV. The lines in (b) and (d) are guides for the eye. Cell operation with (closed markers, solid line) and 

without (open markers, dashed line) insulation on the cathode is displayed to show a wider range of 

operating points.  

 

 

Figure 5 further elucidates which factors control cell performance. All power density data, including 

operation with no insulation taken from the Supplementary Information, is plotted as a function of 

equivalence ratio, flow velocity, temperature, and OCV to visualize the extent of correlation for each of 

these parameters. Performance is relatively uncorrelated with equivalence ratio and temperature. It 
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appears that flow velocity and OCV control the performance, underscoring the importance of 

electrochemically-active fuel species availability in the low-concentration environment of the flame.  

 

Figure 6. Optimal performance for a fresh MS-SOFC at 1.8 equivalence ratio and 300 cm s-1 flow 

velocity. (a) Polarization curve at 833°C. (b) Peak power obtained at a series of different burner-to-cell 

gaps (red circles) compared to highest peak power density reported in References [1-26] for equivalence 

ratio below 2 (black squares) or above 4 (blue triangles).  

 

After determining that the highest power was achieved for flow velocity of 300 cm s-1 and equivalence 

ratio of 1.8 (Figure 4c), a fresh cell was tested under these conditions at various burner-to-cell gaps to 

access a variety of cell temperature. The highest performance achieved was 633 mW cm-2 at 833°C, as 

shown in Figure 6a. The results for various temperatures are summarized in Figure 6b, and compared to 

the highest performance shown in each of the available literature reports of direct-flame SOFC operation. 

The performance of the present MS-SOFCs is among the highest ever reported for direct-flame operation, 

and is exceeded only in cases where very high equivalence ratio was used (and where sooting and coking 

are expected during continuous operation). Almost all of the direct-flame reports in the literature use 

ASCs. In contrast, the MS-SOFCs used here contain anode supports with higher porosity and much larger 

pores (see Figure 1). The peak power achieved here in direct flame is roughly 60% of the 1.1 W cm-2 

achieved at 700°C with pure hydrogen fuel by the same generation of MS-SOFCs, reported elsewhere 
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[29]. In contrast, a commercial ASC tested in direct-flame only achieved about 30% of the 0.83 W cm-2 

achieved at 700°C with pure hydrogen fuel. Presumably, the open structure of these MS-SOFCs is an 

advantage for mass transport of electrochemically-active fuel species to the buried active anode layer and 

makes a large difference in the case of direct-flame operation, for which fuel species concentration is low. 

 

3.3 Cell stability 

3.3.1 Thermal Cycling 

Upon placing the cell in contact with the flame, it heats up and becomes operational extremely quickly. 

As seen in Figure 7a, the cell reaches 600°C in about 20 s and the temperature stabilizes within one 

minute. This is one of the fastest startup times reported [9,12,18,20,21]. The initial heating rate is around 

2000°C min-1. The final OCV is achieved within 10 s, however, current generation is delayed by about 10 

s and continues to increase until the cell is at the final operating temperature. The delay is this short even 

on the first cycle, during which the anode catalyst is reduced from the oxidized state maintained 

throughout catalyst infiltration. The rapid reduction can be attributed to the highly porous support and 

nano-scale NiO particles of the fresh MS-SOFC. This is in contrast to an ASC tested here that required 

several hours of flame impingement on the anode for full reduction to occur on the first cycle, consistent 

with similar ASC reduction timescale reported in the literature [12]. This is an important advantage of the 

MS-SOFC for black-start. The delay between OCV and current production is important to note, as some 

authors report the time to reach OCV as a “start-up” time metric, whereas the ability to produce useful 

power does not correspond to the OCV, but rather to the operating temperature [12,21].  

 

Peak power density and OCV were recorded over 10 thermal cycles, and found to be quite stable as 

shown in Figure 7b. In particular, no evidence of cracking or delamination of the cell parts was observed. 

A similar cell used for demonstration purposes has undergone more than 100 flame-impingement heat-up 

cycles without any evident mechanical degradation.  
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Figure 7. Rapid thermal cycling. (a) OCV (black), temperature (red), and current density at 0.45 V (blue) 

recorded upon placing the MS-SOFC into a flame operating at 1.7 equivalence ratio and 250 cm s-1 flow 

velocity. (b) OCV (squares) and peak power density (circles) after multiple thermal cycles. Burner-to-cell 

gap was maintained at 2 cm. 

 

 

3.3.2 Continuous operation 

A cell was operated semi-continuously at 0.45 V, chosen to correspond roughly to the peak power density 

(see Figure 6a). As seen in Figure 8, after an initial transient, the cell maintained stable operation over 20 

h. Cell temperature was maintained at 765 to 785°C, except for the excursion at 10h when the propane 

tank ran empty and was replaced; cell performance recovered thereafter.  
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Figure 8. Continuous operation of MS-SOFC at 0.45 V in a flame operating at 1.7 equivalence ratio and 

250 cm s-1 flow velocity. Burner-to-cell gap was maintained at 2 cm. 

 

 

4. Summary 

Symmetric-architecture metal-supported solid oxide fuel cells were fabricated with infiltrated catalysts on 

both anode and cathode side, and operated in direct-flame configuration. Various aspects of the flame and 

cell configuration were addressed to maximize performance. Performance was found to be quite sensitive 

to flow velocity and OCV. Performance was relatively uncorrelated to equivalence ratio or temperature. 

For an optimized cell and flame configuration, peak power density of 633 mW cm-2 at 833°C was 

achieved. This is among the highest power densities reported for direct-flame SOFCs to date. Extremely 

rapid startup is achieved within seconds of placing the cell in the flame, and the cell tolerates repeated 

rapid thermal cycling. Stable performance over >20 h of semi-continuous operation is achieved. The high 

performance, stable short-term operation, and tolerance to extremely rapid thermal cycling demonstrated 

for MS-SOFCs suggest they are well-suited for direct-flame applications.  
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. MS-SOFC and flame setup. SEM image of (a,b) polished cross section of MS-SOFC structure 

after sintering and before catalyst infiltration, and (c) cathode pore after infiltration of LSM nanoparticles. 

Reproduced from Reference [29] with the permission of the publisher. Approximate layer thicknesses are: 

metal support 250 µm, porous electrode 20 µm, and electrolyte 10 µm. (d) Picture of the anode side of the 
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cell with flame impinging on the 1 cm2 active area in the center of the cell. Alumina wool insulation is 

loosely placed on the cathode (top) side of the cell.   

 

Figure 2. Operating space. (a) Flame stability and quality for various fuel-air mixing parameters. The 

black data markers indicate the upper limit for coke-free operation when the cell is placed in the flame. 

(b) OCV (open markers) and temperature (closed markers) at equivalence ratio of 1.6, with (red) and 

without (blue) insulation place on the cathode side of the cell.  

 

Figure 3. Impact of cell position and fuel-air flow. Cell was held at various burner-to-cell gap distances 

for both HIGH fuel flow (1.8 equivalence ratio, 250 cm s-1, closed markers) and LOW fuel flow (1.4 

equivalence ratio, 100 cm s-1, open markers) conditions. (a) OCV (magenta), temperature (blue), and peak 

power density (red). (b) Polarization curves for HIGH fuel at 2.5 cm gap (green lines), and LOW fuel at 

0.8 cm gap (black lines).  

 

Figure 4. Impact of flame conditions on (a) temperature, (b) OCV, and (c) power density. Flow velocity is 

indicated by labels within the figures. Only combinations of equivalence ratio and flow velocity that lie 

within the area of interest defined in Figure 2a were studied. 

 

Figure 5. Correlation of power density to (a) equivalence ratio, (b) flow velocity, (c) temperature, and (d) 

OCV. The lines in (b) and (d) are guides for the eye. Cell operation with (closed markers, solid line) and 

without (open markers, dashed line) insulation on the cathode is displayed to show a wider range of 

operating points.  

 

Figure 6. Optimal performance for a fresh MS-SOFC at 1.8 equivalence ratio and 300 cm s-1 flow 

velocity. (a) Polarization curve at 833°C. (b) Peak power obtained at a series of different burner-to-cell 
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gaps (red circles) compared to highest peak power density reported in References [1-26] for equivalence 

ratio below 2 (black squares) or above 4 (blue triangles).  

 

Figure 7. Rapid thermal cycling. (a) OCV (black), temperature (red), and current density at 0.45 V (blue) 

recorded upon placing the MS-SOFC into a flame operating at 1.7 equivalence ratio and 250 cm s-1 flow 

velocity. (b) OCV (squares) and peak power density (circles) after multiple thermal cycles. Burner-to-cell 

gap was maintained at 2 cm.  

 

Figure 8. Continuous operation of MS-SOFC at 0.45 V in a flame operating at 1.7 equivalence ratio and 

250 cm s-1 flow velocity. Burner-to-cell gap was maintained at 2 cm.  




